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HEURSTON GROUP PLC have signed an agreement with TEC to secure content
The Heurston Group PLC (Heurston) is pleased to announce that it has signed a license
agreement with TRINIDAD ENTERTAINMENT CORPORATION LLC (TEC) securing in
excess of 3,500 hours of video content.
This opportunity provides Heurston access to a large video library, which is both high
quality and significant. The genre offered in our mix of movies will include Latest
Releases, Entertainment, Health, Education, Lifestyle, Environment, History, Space,
Weird and Wacky, Science and Technology, Biographies, Animals, Travel and Kids,
Automobiles/Machines, Sports library and TV series.
The license agreement is for 5 years and initially provides for the rights to Indonesia,
Malaysia, Philippines and Romania. Heurston will be progressively rolling out the
library in other regions. We believe that there is great demand for a quality library and
we intend to continually add new movies. There will also be a particular emphasis on
securing local content in these markets.
This agreement has strategic importance, as it provides Heurston the rights to promote
the library to any digital service provider in these regions. Heurston is also able to
provide the library to Streamark plc, our subsidiary live streaming company, under
favourable terms. This will greatly enhance the offering to the prospective customers
as it provides a total solution from the studios to the end users.
“Many of our prospective customers have asked if we are able to provide content together
with streaming services. We are now able to do that. Securing this content allows us
greater reach into the entertainment industry and is of significant benefit to our
Streamark offering. This also is a prelude into the launch of our educational and health
divisions” commented Peter Lombardo (Director of Heurston)
ABOUT
Trinidad Entertainment Corporation (TEC) has been in the business of Media and
Technology licensing since 1999 and incorporated in California. Its director Erik Pence
is recognized as a visionary and driving force in building businesses in the media and
entertainment industry. TEC provides a gateway for emerging technology companies
and content providers. TEC holdings include Inception Digital /DBA MOJO, Walla LLC,
and Karma Media LLC which recently acquired Quickflix LTD.
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